I find it critical to sort out similar roadblocks for the popularity of artificial intelligence. The industry regulatory issues for offshoring or increasing saturation of outdated IT spending, stringent including emergence of new technologies, itself. Staring at the sector are other challenges radical changes in the current business model. In fact, industry veterans are emphasizing on annually is evidently desperate for changes.

Thapovan Info Systems Inc

Thapovan is an IT consulting and offshore software development company that specializes in providing e-business solutions to the enterprises world over. With a mission to proffer commendable solutions to startups, and medium industries that are unable to afford the services of top IT firms of current era. In this light, the company has brought the best in-class off-shoring and IT services at the doorstep of their clients, allowing them to leverage the eminence of latest technologies at cost effective means without compromising on the quality of the services. Vaidyanathan, President and CEO, at Thapovan, ensure company's clients that their demands will be met in the choice of their time period. “We take immense pride in our excellent technical team who possess proficiency in diverse set of technologies that can develop various enterprise applications, explains Vaidyanathan. He further adds, “At Thapovan, we work on the concept of lean management to emphasis on just-in-time delivery, which enables us to use our workforce at 100 percent optimization level.” Currently the company has upheld its focus in clients from financial, social networking, E-Retailing, Healthcare, and Insurance pharmaceutical industry, government and insurance industries.
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